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Making the Message Memorable 

How I Got Interested in This 
• Preaching in my first church (10 years) 

• Concerned that my members grow in their 

understanding of the Gospel 

• Preaching twice on Sunday and again on 

Wednesday  

• Approximately 150 messages a year! 

• “What if my people remembered just 1 

thing from each message?” 

• “How can I help them remember?” 



Making the Message Memorable 

The Message  

and 

Your Message 



Making the Message Memorable 
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Making the Message Memorable 

Your Message 

does it fit with 

The Message? 

Scriptural 

Context 



The Message and Your Message 

 
• The Context and the Text 

– The Context and The Message 

– The Context and Your Message  

• The Author’s Literary Style and Your Style 

• The Human Author’s and Divine Author’s   

 Intent and Your Intent  

• The One Message and the Many Messages 

 and Your Message 

• Is Christ in The Message and Your Message? 

 



Making the Message Memorable 
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The Scriptural Context – 1 Corinthians 

The Text – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

1:1 Greeting 

1:18 Christ the Wisdom & Power of God 

2:1 Proclaiming Christ Crucified 

3:1 Divisions in the Church 

4:1 Ministry of the Apostles – “it is the Lord 

who judges me” (4:4); “some are 

arrogant” (4:18) 

5:1 Sexual Immorality Defiles the Church – 

“a man has his father’s wife” (1:1) 

 
ESV Study Bible 



The Scriptural Context – 1 Corinthians 

The Text – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

6:1 Lawsuits Against Believers 

6:12 Flee Sexual Immorality 

7:1 Principles for Marriage 

7:17 Live as You Are Called – circumcised, 

slave, free 

7:25 The Unmarried and the Widowed 

8:1 Food Offered to Idols 

 

 

 
ESV Study Bible 



The Scriptural Context – 1 Corinthians 

The Text – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

9:1 Paul Surrenders His Rights, e.g. “You 

shall not muzzle an ox” (9:9) 

10:1 Warning Against Idolatry 

10:23 Do All to the Glory of God, e.g. “’All 

things are lawful,’ but not all things 

build up” (10:23) 

11:2 Head Coverings 

11:17 The Lord’s Supper – “one goes 

hungry, another gets drunk” (11:21) 
ESV Study Bible 



The Scriptural Context – 1 Corinthians 

The Text – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

12:1 Spiritual Gifts  

12:12 One Body with Many Members – “Are 

all prophets? Are all apostles?” (12:29) 

13:1 The Way of Love 

14:1 Prophecy and Tongues 

15:1 The Resurrection of Christ 

15:12 The Resurrection of the Dead – “some 

of you say that there is no resurrection 

of the dead” (15:12) 

 
ESV Study Bible 



The Scriptural Context – 1 Corinthians 

The Text – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

15:35 The Resurrection Body 

15:50 Mystery and Victory 

16:1 The Collection for the Saints  

16:5 Plans for Travel  

16:12 Final Instructions 

16:19 Greetings 

 

 

 

 

Now let’s go back to the Text  

ESV Study Bible 



The Scriptural Context – 1 Corinthians 

The Text – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

12:1 Spiritual Gifts  

12:12 One Body with Many Members – “Are 

all prophets? Are all apostles?” (12:29) 

13:1 The Way of Love 

14:1 Prophecy and Tongues 

15:1 The Resurrection of Christ 

15:12 The Resurrection of the Dead – “some 

of you say that there is no resurrection 

of the dead” (15:12) 

Most perplexing problem 

Continues with   
 this problem 

ESV Study Bible 



The Scriptural Context – 1 Corinthians 

The Text – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

12:1 Spiritual Gifts  

12:12 One Body with Many Members – “Are 

all prophets? Are all apostles?” (12:29) 

 

14:1 Prophecy and Tongues 

15:1 The Resurrection of Christ 

15:12 The Resurrection of the Dead – “some 

of you say that there is no resurrection 

of the dead” (15:12) 

Most perplexing problem 

Continues with   
 this problem 

13:1 The Way of Love 

ESV Study Bible 



The One Message and the Many 

Messages and Your Message 

• What is the Text within its Context telling us? 

– Here is the answer to all your problems 

– Here is the way to live in the midst of your 

 problems 

– This is God’s perspective on your problems. 

– If you don’t have love, nothing else matters 



Introducing the Scriptural Context into  

Your Message – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

Before I read the Scripture, I want to 

make a very important observation – 

1 Corinthians 13 comes right in between 

1 Corinthians 12 and 1 Corinthians 14 

Now this might not seem so important to 

you until you see what Paul is doing in 

this passage. 1 Corinthians reads like a 

catalogue of potential problems which a 

church could have. Look at these: 

 



Introducing the Scriptural Context into  

Your Message – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

Look at these: 

3:1 Divisions in the Church 

5:1 Sexual immorality 

6:1  Lawsuits Against Believers 

8:1  Food Offered to Idols 

10:1  Warning Against Idolatry 

11:17  The Lord’s Supper – “one goes 

hungry, another gets drunk” (11:21) 

 



Introducing the Scriptural Context into  

Your Message – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

Then in 1 Corinthians 12 Paul begins to 

address the most perplexing problem of 

all – Spiritual Gifts – and he continues to 

address this problem through chapter 14 

– however, right in the middle of this – 

dropped like a wedge, as if to say,  

 “This is the one essential thing   

       you are missing out on!”  

is this great chapter on Love 

 Then read the Text 



The Text – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

If I speak in the tongues of men and of 

angels, but have not love, I am a noisy 

gong or a clanging cymbal.  2 And if I 

have prophetic powers, and understand 

all mysteries and all knowledge, and if I 

have all faith, so as to remove 

mountains, but have not love, I am 

nothing.  3 If I give away all I have, and if 

I deliver up my body to be burned, but 

have not love, I gain nothing.  

 



Making the Message Memorable 

The Message’s Literary Context 

and 

Your Message’s Literary Context 

Do they fit? 

1. Literary Device 

2. Writing Style 



1. Literary Device – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 
COMPARISON 

1 If I speak in the tongues  

of men and of angels, … 

  
2 And if I have prophetic 

powers, and understand 

all mysteries and all 

knowledge, and if I have 

all faith, so as to remove 

mountains, … 
3 If I give away all I have, 

and if I deliver up my body 

to be burned, … 

CONTRAST  
… but have not love, 

I am a noisy gong or 

a clanging cymbal. 

… but have not love, 

I am nothing. 

 

 

   

… but have not love, 

I gain nothing.  

 

REPETITION 



Introducing the Literary Context into  

Your Message – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

Look carefully at the text within its literary 

context. Can you say what the text is 

saying in the same way the text is saying 

it  

This process will help tell you how to 

phrase the main idea of the text in a 

clear, simple, memorable method.  

Write down 2 or 3 ways to phrase the 

main thought and pray about them. 

 

… in as few words as possible? 



1. Literary Device – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 
COMPARISON 

1 If I speak in the tongues  

of men and of angels, … 

  
2 And if I have prophetic 

powers, and understand 

all mysteries and all 

knowledge, and if I have 

all faith, so as to remove 

mountains, … 
3 If I give away all I have, 

and if I deliver up my body 

to be burned, … 

CONTRAST  
… but have not love, 

I am a noisy gong or 

a clanging cymbal. 

… but have not love, 

I am nothing. 

 

 

   

… but have not love, 

I gain nothing.  

 

EVERYTHING 

– LOVE 

= NOTHING 



Introducing the Literary Context into  

Your Message – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 
Consider how your message can use 

the Author’s  

 1. Literary Device     

  (comparison/contrast) 

This will connect your hearers not only 

to the author’s words – but to him and 

his message to the original hearers. 



Introducing the Literary Context into  

Your Message – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

1. Literary Device  

How can this sermon use the author’s 

Literary Device (comparison/contrast)? 

Design an Introduction using 

comparison and contrast 

What in today’s world could be used 

as a series of comparisons? 



Introducing the Literary Context into  
Your Message – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

1. Literary Device 
When I was a 7 year old boy, I had a friend 

up the street who had all the toys and 

games a little 7 year old boy could hope to 

have. His father used to give him $5 bills 

like they grew on trees. My father wasn’t 

like that. I liked to go up to his house to 

play. But I noticed something. Although his 

father gave my friend everything, he never 

played with him or looked over his shoulder 

while he was doing his homework 
Everything – Love = Nothing  



Introducing the Literary Context into  
Your Message – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

1. Literary Device 
Today’s World: Everything – Love = Nothing  

  Sports star 

 

  Entertainer 

 

  Businessman 

 

  Politician            Three senior Ugandan   

government officials resigned (corruption) 

              British labor leader lobbied 

for profitable contract for business partner 

        American singer/actress dies 

of drug/alcohol overdose 

            Ugandan national football 

player arrested in Turkey for drugs 



Making the Message Memorable 

The Message’s Literary Context 

and 

Your Message’s Literary Context 

Do they fit? 

1. Literary Device 

2. Writing Style 



Introducing the Literary Context into  

Your Message – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

You don’t want to preach a poem  

like it’s a history lesson 
 

and  
 

You don’t want to preach a history lesson  

like it’s a poem 

 



Introducing the Literary Context into  

Your Message – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

2. Writing Style 

Paul’s style in 1 Corinthians is 

primarily descriptive: 

 the situation is described 

 Paul’s analysis of the  

 situation is described … 

 Paul’s advice is described … 

but occasionally Paul gets emotional 



2. Writing Style 

Paul gets emotional … 

1 Cor 9:4-6  Do we not have the right 

to eat and drink?  5 Do we not have 

the right to take along a believing 

wife, as do the other apostles and 

the brothers of the Lord and 

Cephas?  6 Or is it only Barnabas 

and I who have no right to refrain 

from working for a living? 



2. Writing Style 

Paul gets emotional … 

1 Cor 11:22  What! Do you not have 

houses to eat and drink in? Or do 

you despise the church of God 

and humiliate those who have 

nothing? What shall I say to you? 

Shall I commend you in this? No, I 

will not. 



2. Writing Style 

In 1 Cor 13:1-3 Paul’s emotion bursts 

forth into poetry! 

If I speak in the tongues of men and of 

angels, but have not love, I am a 

noisy gong or a clanging cymbal. 

Intense moments produce this style! 



Introducing the Literary Context into  

Your Message – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 
Consider how your message can use 

the Author’s  

 2. Writing Style      

  (emotion) 

This will connect your hearers not only 

to the author’s words – but to him and 

his message to the original hearers. 



2. Writing Style 

Can your message use the author’s 

Writing Style (emotion – even poetry)? 

Intense moments produce this style: 

 I am not very emotional by nature 

and certainly not poetical – but this 

is my only sermon with a POEM! 



Introducing the Literary Context into  

Your Message – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

2. Writing Style (emotion – poetry) 

Richard Cory  

by Edward Arlington Robinson 

Whenever Richard Cory went down town, 

  We people on the pavement looked at 

 him; 

He was a gentlemen from head to crown,  

  Clean favored, and imperially slim. 



Introducing the Literary Context into  

Your Message – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

2. Writing Style (emotion – poetry) 

And he was always quietly arrayed, 

And he was always human when he 

talked;  

But still he fluttered pulses when he said,  

"Good-morning" and he glittered when he 

walked. 



Introducing the Literary Context into  

Your Message – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

2. Writing Style (emotion – poetry) 

And he was rich - yes, richer than a king - 

  And admirably schooled in every grace: 

In fact, we thought that he was 

  To make us wish that we were in his 

place. 

everything 



Introducing the Literary Context into  

Your Message – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

2. Writing Style (emotion – poetry) 

And he was rich - yes, richer than a king - 

  And admirably schooled in every grace: 

In fine, we thought that he was 

  To make us wish that we were in his 

place. 

everything 



Introducing the Literary Context into  

Your Message – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

2. Writing Style (emotion – poetry) 

So on we worked, and waited for the light,  

  And went without the meat, and cursed 

the bread; 

And Richard Cory, one calm summer 

night, 

  Went home and put a bullet through his 

head. Everything – Love = Nothing 



Introducing the Literary Context into  

Your Message – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

2. Writing Style (emotion – poetry) 

Yes, it is a sad, sad world out there. 

People are climbing over the backs of 

others up the ladder of success…. 

… and finding only emptiness in the things 

this world has to offer. 

Everything – Love = Nothing 

Aren’t we glad we are in this chapel where 

that sad formula can’t invade?!?! 



Re-Introducing the Literary Context into  

Your Message – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

1. Literary Device comparison/contrast 

2. Writing Style (emotion – poetry) 

Forgive me. I have been playing with 

your mind – and your emotions. 

I have been using comparison/contrast 

to engage your emotions (hopefully) 

I have been setting you up as Paul 

was setting up the Corinthians 



Re-Introducing the Literary Context into  
Your Message – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

1. Literary Device & 2. Writing Style 
But Paul didn’t write this letter to the world 

out there. He wrote it to the church in here! 

Sadly, we have to admit that this tragic 

formula can invade even the church. 

In fact, this is the whole point of Paul’s 

message. 

Even the good, even the best gifts of God 

can be ruined and counted as nothing, if 

the church comes up short in 1 thing 

Everything – Love = Nothing 

LOVE 



Using the Literary Context in Preaching 

Your Message – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

1. Literary Device comparison/contrast 

2. Writing Style (emotion – poetry) 

This is an expository sermon which 

takes [a] not only what the author has 

written in the text but also [b] the way 

he has written it and – in so far as the 

preacher is enabled by God’s Spirit –    

[c] exposes (reveals, discloses) what 

the text is saying to the hearer  



Using the Literary Context in Preaching 

Your Message – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

1. Literary Device comparison/contrast 

2. Writing Style (emotion – poetry) 

This Literary Context will be used to 

develop the remainder of the sermon. 

The Text has 5 “everythings” –    

“Christian Everythings” which are often 

counted as “ultimates” for believers 

e.g. “If I only had the gift of tongues, 

wouldn’t I have my everything? 



Using the Literary Context in Preaching 

Your Message – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

1. Literary Device comparison/contrast 

2. Writing Style (emotion – poetry) 
 

5 “Christian Everythings”  

[1]  Tongues 

[2]  Knowledge 

[3]  Faith 

[4]  Sacrificial Giving 

[5]  Martyrdom 

• I will get us started – you do the rest 



Using the Literary Context in Preaching 

Your Message – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

1. Literary Device comparison/contrast 

2. Writing Style (emotion – poetry) 

I will no doubt blunt the emotional 

impact of what I am doing by telling 

you in advance what I am trying to do 

I am taking each of the 5 “everythings” 

and exalting the greatness of each 

either by explanation or illustration to 

draw you out emotionally 



Using the Literary Context in Preaching 

Your Message – 1 Cor. 13:1-3 

1. Literary Device comparison/contrast 

2. Writing Style (emotion – poetry) 

In other words, I am trying to expand 

and develop what I see Paul doing in 

the text by comparing and contrasting 

these “Christian everythings” with the 

one essential thing of Christian love. 



Using Repetition & Literary Context to 

Make the Message Memorable 

1. The repetition evident in the text … 

e.g. “but have not love, I am nothing”  

2. Combined with the use of the 

literary context in the sermon … 

 a. comparison/contrast 

   + 

 b. emotion  

… is intended to make the message 

     memorable 



Using Repetition & Literary Context to 

Make the Message Memorable 
I. The “Christian Everything”… 

 A. …in the Corinthian's Estimation – 

    speaking in tongues 

 

1 Corinthians 13:1  If I speak in the 

tongues of men and of angels, but 

have not love, I am a noisy gong or a 

clanging cymbal. 



Using Repetition & Literary Context to 

Make the Message Memorable 
I. The “Christian Everything”… 

 A. …in the Corinthian's Estimation – 

    speaking in tongues 

1. What a great privilege to be given 

the supernatural ability to speak a 

language which you never learned in 

order to be God’s mouthpiece to tell 

others of Christ’s wonderful salvation 

and build them up in His body 



Using Repetition & Literary Context to 

Make the Message Memorable 
I. The “Christian Everything”… 

 A. …in the Corinthian's Estimation – 

    speaking in tongues 

1. ANGEL TONGUES? What about 

these? No one knows exactly what 

these are or what Paul meant, but  

they do sound fascinating! What if I 

could speak in them?! 



Using Repetition & Literary Context to 

Make the Message Memorable 
I. The “Christian Everything”… 

 A. …in the Corinthian's Estimation – 

    speaking in tongues 

2. You could do that – but, if one thing 

is missing in your life, others will not 

hear your message but will be sticking 

their fingers in their ears as if you are 

banging pots and pans in the kitchen 
Everything – Love = Nothing 



Using Repetition & Literary Context to 

Make the Message Memorable 
I. The “Christian Everything”… 

 B. …in (Paul’s?) Estimation –   

   knowledge 

 

1 Corinthians 13:2   if I have 

prophetic powers, and understand all 

mysteries and all knowledge … but 

have not love, I am nothing. 



Using Repetition & Literary Context to 

Make the Message Memorable 
I. The “Christian Everything”… 

 B. …in (Paul’s?) Estimation –   

   knowledge 

1. I am a theology professor. The one 

gift which I would most love to have is 

a complete knowledge of God and His 

Word. How wonderful it would be to 

explain carefully and completely all the 

deep things of God to my students. 



Using Repetition & Literary Context to 

Make the Message Memorable 
I. The “Christian Everything”… 

 B. …in (Paul’s?) Estimation –   

   knowledge 

2. Yet, I could do that. I could know 

every biblical detail and answer every 

puzzling theological question I have 

ever been asked. But if just one thing 

is missing in my life, I will be like those 

on that last day who appear before … 



Using Repetition & Literary Context to 

Make the Message Memorable 
I. The “Christian Everything”… 

 B. …in (Paul’s?) Estimation –   

   knowledge 

2. … Christ and say “didn’t I do this for 

you and didn’t I do that for you.” And 

He will say to me “depart from me, I 

never knew you!” If just one thing is 

missing in my life.  
Everything – Love = Nothing 



Using Repetition & Literary Context to 

Make the Message Memorable 
I. The “Christian Everything”… 

 C. …in (Paul’s?) Estimation – faith 

 

1 Corinthians 13:2   … if I have all 

faith, so as to remove mountains, but 

have not love, I am nothing. 



Using Repetition & Literary Context to 

Make the Message Memorable 
I. The “Christian Everything”… 

 C. …in (Paul’s?) Estimation – faith 

1. When I think of faith, I think of a 

woman in the church where I grew up 

– she was a real prayer warrior. When 

people had problems – jobs, sickness, 

family trouble – they would come to 

her and she would pray and things 

would begin to happen. I used to … 



Using Repetition & Literary Context to 

Make the Message Memorable 
… wonder what it would be like to live 

at such a spiritual height that I could 

tell God what I wanted Him to do 

and He would do it? Yet, Paul brings 

me up short again. I could do that. I 

could live on such a level that I 

could “twist the arm of God,” but if 1 

thing was absent – it would count for 

nothing. Everything – Love = Nothing 



Using Repetition & Literary Context to 

Make the Message Memorable 

I. The “Christian Everything”… 

 D. …in Human Resources –   

    sacrificial giving 

 

1 Corinthians 13:3  If I give away all I 

have to feed others, … but have not 

love, I gain nothing. 



Using Repetition & Literary Context to 

Make the Message Memorable 
I. The “Christian Everything”… 
 D. …in Human Resources –   

    sacrificial giving 
1. In my first church a young woman 
was called to be a missionary. The 
church decided that if she would go, 
then we would support her. I 
remember one elderly lady who 
always gave to missions even when 
she could no longer come to church….  



Using Repetition & Literary Context to 

Make the Message Memorable 
…. After visiting her and before I 

would leave, she would say, “Wait a 

minute, I have something for you to 

take to the church.” I would look 

around at the poor little house in 

which she lived and decide to say, “I 

know our missions program needs 

money, but you need it more.” But 

when she pressed her little envelope 



Using Repetition & Literary Context to 

Make the Message Memorable 
…. in my hand, I knew it I couldn’t 

refuse it. But as I headed down the 
road, I would say to myself, “If I 
could take off that old materialistic 
yoke I wear around my own neck 
like that dear saint, “Wouldn’t I know 
what it would be like to be one of the 
birds of the air or one of the lilies of 
the field? Wouldn’t I know what it 
would be like to trust in Jesus?” 



Using Repetition & Literary Context to 

Make the Message Memorable 
I. The “Christian Everything”… 
 D. …in Human Resources –   

    sacrificial giving 
2. But I could do that. I could give 
away all I have to the church and the 
poor. Yet if just 1 thing is missing in 
my life, it would count for nothing. 

Everything – Love = Nothing 



Using Repetition & Literary Context to 

Make the Message Memorable 

I. The “Christian Everything”… 

 E. …in Human Resources –   

     martyrdom 

 

1 Corinthians 13:3  … if I deliver up 

my body to be burned, but have not 

love, I gain nothing. 



Using Repetition & Literary Context to 

Make the Message Memorable 

I. The “Christian Everything”… 

 E. …in Human Resources –   

     martyrdom 

2. June 3 is “Martyr’s Day” in Uganda 

– a day to remember those believers 

over 100 years ago who gave their 

lives rather than deny their faith in 

Christ – some literally giving their 

bodies to be burned. I wonder if I … 



Using Repetition & Literary Context to 

Make the Message Memorable 

… could do that if faced with the same 

choice? I know I don’t have that 

strength in myself, but would God 

give me that courage if such a time 

ever came for me? Yet, I could do 

that. I could even give my body to 

be burned. But if just 1 thing was 

missing in my life – it would all be for 

nothing.  Everything – Love = Nothing 



Using Repetition & Literary Context to 

Make the Message Memorable 

II. “Christ’s Everything” = LOVE  

agape – supernatural self-giving love 

Not the erotic self-love of things 

Nor even the brotherly love of others 

But that love which God poured out 

from heaven for sinners in Christ 

He who had everything in heaven left 

it all to give His everything –  LOVE 



Using Repetition & Literary Context to 

Make the Message Memorable 

II. “Christ’s Everything” = LOVE  
1 John 4:9-11  In this the love of God was 

made manifest among us, that God sent 

his only Son into the world, so that we 

might live through him.  10 In this is love, 

not that we have loved God but that he 

loved us and sent his Son to be the 

propitiation for our sins.  11 Beloved, if God 

so loved us, we also ought to love one 

another. The Supreme Love of Christ 



Using Repetition & Literary Context to 

Make the Message Memorable 

II. “Christ’s Everything” = LOVE  

Christ is Love Incarnate (1 Cor 13:4-7) 

 – He became a man to show us what 

love looks like 

Love is Eternity’s Superlative    

 – although everything else changes – 

love never changes (1 Cor 13:8-13) 

Conclusion: absolute necessity of love 

for the church. context 



Using Repetition & Literary Context to 

Make the Message Memorable 

Conclusion: absolute necessity of love 

A strong, healthy young man went out 

to practice American football on a 

very hot day. He immediately began 

sweating. After two hours in the hot 

sun he became dizzy, then stumbled 

and fell to the ground. On the 

ground he went into shock, his 

kidneys failed, and he died. 



Using Repetition & Literary Context to 

Make the Message Memorable 

Conclusion: absolute necessity of love 

He did not die because anything was 

wrong with his body parts – they 

were all healthy. He died because 

his body became so deficient in the 

fluid necessary to sustain its life that 

those strong body parts could no 

longer live and do their work. 



Using Repetition & Literary Context to 

Make the Message Memorable 
Conclusion: absolute necessity of love 
Love is the fluid which keeps the 

church alive. A church may have 
strong body parts: pastors, teachers, 
musicians, evangelists – all the 
strong parts it could ever hope to 
have. But if that church lacks just 
one thing – it too will go spinning to 
the ground and die. 

Everything – Love = Nothing 



AMEN! 


